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Export orders to decline YoY in January; 2024F export orders to grow by mid-to-high single 

digits       

..    
 
 
 
 
  

December export orders down 16.0% YoY, below market expectations 

Taiwan export orders totaled US$43.81bn in December, down 13.5% MoM (down 11.6% 
seasonally-adjusted) and 16.0% YoY, far below consensus of a 1.0% YoY decline (see 

Figure 1). 2023 export orders were down 15.9%, the worst figure since 1984, even below 
the dot.com bubble and financial crisis levels, due to a very high base. 

Electronics weakest; order contraction of raw materials same as previous month 

Among major products, ICT orders declined 24.2% MoM and 25.3% YoY to US$12.27bn 

in December as end-demand was sluggish, leading to lower orders for handset, NB and 
networking; however, improved server orders on higher computing performance 

requirements and AI demand partially offset this decline. December electronics orders 
fell 12.9% YoY to US$14.92bn, mainly as anemic demand for end-products and inventory 

adjustments in supply chains resulted in lower orders for foundries, PCB and wafer 
distributors; however, IC design improved, partially offsetting this decline. Optical 
instrument orders slipped 0.3% YoY to US$1.61bn on lower backlight module orders, 

while orders for large-size panels and optical lenses both rose, offsetting the contraction. 
Overall order contraction for raw materials remained largely the same as the month 

before, while different industries faced different scenarios. Base metal orders were down 
1.7% YoY as steel demand was weak on a slower global economy; however, the 

contraction narrowed on inventory replenishment from clients during steel price hikes. 
Plastics and rubber order decline, which widened to 15.2% YoY on sluggish end consumer 

demand, was the key reason for insignificant contraction for the raw materials sector, 
due to sluggish end demand and conservative order placement from downstream clients, 

as overseas competitors have ramped up new capacity, lowering prices from last year. 
Chemicals orders faced the same headwinds, though the contraction narrowed to 6.5% 
YoY from 7.9% YoY in November. Machinery orders fell 10.5% YoY, as contraction 

continued to narrow from the previous month; however, manufacturers continued to cut 
equipment investment due to a global economic slowdown (see Figures 2 & 3). 

Among major regions, orders from Europe saw the worst performance; ASEAN was 

the only region to register positive YoY growth in 2023 

Orders from the US fell 21.3% YoY in December, with ICT exports down by 34.3% 

(US$2.3bn). Overall 2023 orders were down 14.8%, better than other regions. Orders 
from China and Hong Kong fell 3.5% YoY, with plastics/ rubber down by US$170mn (down 
26.5%) and chemicals down by US$80mn (down 12.4%). 2023 overall orders for the 

region declined by 17.2%. Orders from Europe narrowed to a decline of 39.4% YoY, with 

ICT down the most at 47.7% YoY. 2023 total orders were down 30.2%, the worst regional 

performance. Orders from the ASEAN and Japan were respectively up by 32.4% YoY and 
down by 30.5% YoY. In terms of 2023 export orders of both regions, they were 

respectively up 14.7% and down 12.9% (see Figures 4 & 5). 

Outlook – Export orders continue to decline in January; we maintain our forecast of 

2024F export orders to grow by mid-to-high single digits 

December export orders significantly missed our forecast and market consensus and 

were far below corporate expectations. The Taiwan household-based diffusion index is 
at 43.7 in January, while the order value-based diffusion index is at 46.5 (see Figure 6). 

We believe export orders will continue to decline in January, while the outlook is poor as 
the electronics sector enters slow season in 1Q24. As we believe more significant YoY 

growth will emerge in 2Q24F, we maintain our forecast of 2024F export orders to grow 
by mid-to-high single digits. 
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